Seven Upgrades and Support for dvLED Video Walls
Radian Flex Video Wall Software Version 7.0

MANAGE MORE SOURCES, REDUCE COSTS

1) IP Streams Improvement
   • Significantly increases the number of source acquisitions from 25 to 80 per computer
   • Enables existing hardware to manage more sources.

2) Video Management Systems (VMS) Integration
   • Access all sources on a Milestone or Genetec VMS (requires Milestone or Genetec VMS software)
   • Display and manage many sources with fewer Radian Flex licenses

3) Source Tab in the Control Panel
   • Centralized source control via a new tab in the control panel
   • Access and browse a list of all available sources
   • Control sources via KVM
   • Create new RTSP streams
   • Open browser windows

STREAMLINED CONTROL, SIMPLIFIED USER EXPERIENCE

4) Auto Snap
   • When content is dragged and moved it will SmartFrame to the surrounding snap-to grid automatically.
   • See a preview before content snaps in place
   • Makes it easier to move an object or multiple objects
   • Quickly maximize available space on the wall canvas

5) Background Content Synchronization
   • Minimizes disruptions resulting from a hardware failure

6) Source Snapshot
   • Content on the failed PC will automatically be delivered to the replacement PC when the hardware becomes available.

7) Wall Grids
   • Define SmartFrame grids on a video wall’s entire canvas
   • Not limited by display bezels

Radian Flex LED Sync Provides Support and Improves Visual Performance for dvLED Displays
(Sold separately as product number VW-FLEX-SYNC. Requires Radian Flex Software Version 7.0.)
   • Industry-exclusive dvLED video wall support that’s ideal for borderless LED displays.
   • State-of-the-art synchronization across multiple LED controllers
   • Superior visual experience with smooth, tear-free motion across multiple video wall controllers
   • Eliminates visual issues associated with latency

Note: To update Radian Flex software to version 7.0 and take advantage of the new upgrades and license, you must have an up-to-date Maintenance Agreement in place. The new add-on, Radian Flex LED Sync, must be purchased separately and is only available with Radian Flex software version 7.0.